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Abstract

Diversity-oriented synthesis (DOS) is an effective means of generating diverse collections of
small molecules. Using this approach, we set out to prove the feasibility of a novel small
molecule library based on a linear core and its seven stereoisomers. We synthesized one of
these stereoisomers on a small scale and loaded it onto the solid phase, conducting the
chemistry on SynPhase L-series lanterns. Using the process of split-and-pool synthesis to
efficiently generate diversity, we capped the two diversity sites of the linear core with a variety
of functional groups—chemical “building blocks”—and used liquid chromatography/mass
spectrometry (LC/MS) to evaluate our success. We were successful in capping both of the
diversity sites with a range of representative building blocks.

Solid Phase Chemistry

•DOS is one way of synthesizing small molecule libraries, and accesses a greater amount of
chemical space than more traditional target-oriented synthesis and medicinal chemistry

•DOS generates compounds with greater skeletal, structural, and stereochemical diversity
through use of readily-modifiable cores that can be capped with various “building blocks”

•DOS potentially allows access to novel protein targets

• Core compounds designed with two diversity sites and one loading site
• Diversity sites orthogonally protected to facilitate selective diversification • The synthesis of a linear small molecule library

through DOS is feasible
• Based on this feasibility study, full-scale
library production will be initiated
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• Two diastereomers synthesized on large scale in solution phase 
• One of these diastereomers also synthesized on smaller scale, used in feasibility study
• Steps monitored through Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (LC/MS), Nuclear Magnetic
      Resonance spectroscopy (NMR), and Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC)•The goal of the ChemBio Platform is to probe

biological processes through the synthesis and
screening of small molecule libraries

•Small molecules are synthesized within the body
and play a role in many biological functions and
mechanisms

Results
• Study generated 6 high purity compounds
• Cappings were successful with all building blocks
• Cores capped with aldehyde were reacted at 40°C
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Purpose
To examine the feasibility of
creating a novel small molecule
library for screening that focuses
on stereochemical diversity and
building block diversity, utilizing
linear cores

One of our linear cores

Eight Stereoisomeric Linear Cores
Outlined compounds already synthesized

• To synthesize other
6 cores on large scale

• To create a full
screening library
based on 8 cores and
16 building blocks

• To evaluate the
ability of these
compounds to
modulate biological
processes
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Future Goals
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Fmoc group removed
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Final Compounds

   8 cores
x 8 building blocks [R1]
x 8 building blocks [R2]
= 512 compounds

*Reaction in Progress
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